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Disclaimer

PLEASE READ THIS SECTION WITH CARE. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO ANY ACTION YOU
MAY WISH TO TAKE, YOU SHOULD SEEK ADVICE FROM YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAXATION,
AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS

To the extent permitted by law, neither iAM nor any of its directors, officers, employees,
advisors or representatives worldwide make any representation or warranty express or implied,
as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained in this white paper
or other company materials or electronic media, or any subsequent information including but
not limited to any financial projections, estimates or any other historical information.

The information provided in this white paper is not exhaustive and does not create or imply a
contractual relationship between iAM and any other party. Despite our efforts to ensure the
material in this white paper is accurate and up to date, any information relating to products,
services, technologies, enterprise partnerships, third party relationships, business forecasts,
token creation and distribution, or company timelines – are subject to change without notice
and in no way constitute a binding agreement or the provision of professional advice.

iAM provides no guarantees nor does it accepts any legal liability whatsoever in relation to the
reliability, timeliness, accuracy or completeness of the material in this white paper. Prospective
iAM token holders should seek their own independent professional advice before relying on, or
committing to any transaction based on the material provided in this white paper.

The contents of this white paper are provided purely for reference purposes. iAM tokens are
utility tokens and do not constitute securities in any jurisdiction worldwide.

This white paper does not constitute a prospectus, short form prospectus or other disclosure
document nor is it an offer document of any sort and does not constitute an offer of securities,
nor a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction worldwide. Neither does iAM
provide any advice relating to the purchase, sale, or transaction with iAM tokens.

This white paper includes forward looking statements which may contain the words “believe”,
“intend”, “estimate”, “expect” and words of similar meaning. All statements other than historical
facts including, without limitation, those relating to iAM’s financial position and business or
investment strategy, plans and objectives are forward looking statements. Such forward looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that
could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of iAM to be materially different
from future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward looking
statements.

The white paper shall not be relied upon for any contractual or investment decision and shall
not form the basis for entering into any contract or binding commitment relating to the
purchase or sale of iAM tokens. No cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted
on the basis of this white paper.
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The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation forecasts Global spending on healthcare will reach
$18.3 trillion by 2040. The industry is one of the world’s biggest but the system is ineffective and
inefficient. Worldwide governments and healthcare providers including hospitals, physician
organizations, pathology and radiology companies, insurers, and healthcare technology companies are
spending fortunes maintaining centralized systems to secure their grip on patient data.

Instant Access Medical (iAM) is a decentralized comprehensive healthcare platform operating a new
healthcare token based economy delivering patients the tools to assert control of their lifelong health
journey. Our mission is to deliver the best possible healthcare outcomes for consumers, funders,
insurers, providers and employers. The three biggest issues in healthcare today are inefficient medical
insurance, spiralling costs, and exploding consumer demands. iAM is innovating solutions to directly
address all three.

For over 30 years 3,000 physicians in 5 countries, 4 languages and 18 specialties have used us to
manage and share comprehensive medical records securely with a range of providers in primary and
secondary care. iAM is migrating this solution to a peer to peer architecture utilizing a private
Ethereum blockchain with smart contracts and permissioned access to create a fully fledged
comprehensive medical record blockchain distributed ledger. Our smart phone resident intelligent
agent designs Moxtra in thereby creating a centralized communications relay thereby removing
dependencies on central repository based electronic health record systems, back-end databases and
Internet connectivity.

Our platform also enables the iAM tokenized healthcare economy. Consumers want multiple apps but
don’t want multiple platforms. iAM is a platformwhere consumers can access third party apps such as
fitness, wearables, diet, nutrition, wellness and in future, also a wide range of apps and services.

Healthcare, insurance, and the emerging internet of things (IoT) are the next areas ripe for blockchain
applications and new business models in the coming years. iAM puts our life-long, multilingual,
patient controlled personal care record front and centre of the confluence between healthcare,
insurance and the IoT.

“Creating a Better Health Future For all - iAM puts blockchain technology at 
the heart of your life-long personal healthcare record”

Abstract



Letter from our CEO

Thank you for your time in researching Instant Access Medical (iAM) and reviewing our white paper.

We have established iAM to introduce our comprehensive, life-long, multilingual, patient controlled
personal healthcare record to global markets. iAM personal care records (PCRs) are synchronized
with primary care provider systems and incorporate imbedded personal care pathways to optimize
individual health outcomes.

Our mission is to Create a Better Health Future for All and we do this by putting Blockchain
technology at the heart of our life-long personal healthcare record”

Unlike many ICOs iAM is not a start up but the further evolution to the Blockchain of our personal
care record, already available for consumers on any mobile device. This latest development is a new
milestone on a journey we commenced in 2000 when we acquired our clinical system HealthOne™
now used by more than 3,000 doctors in 5 countries, 4 languages and 18 clinical specialties.

I am proud of the team who have worked alongside me for many years that includes doctors,
surgeons, IT specialists, business people and more recently the blockchain partnership with our
enterprise partner Guardtime, the world’s leading blockchain developer by revenue, headcount and
production deployments.

Our vision is to deliver the best healthcare outcomes for consumers at the lowest cost for funders,
insurers, providers and employers. We aim to deploy our iAM Platform in the UK, Europe, the USA
and Australasia in the first instance.

Our Platform is designed to solve the biggest issues in healthcare today – inefficient medical
insurance, spiralling costs, and exploding consumer demands. We have a robust business model that
will deliver substantial real-world revenues and are also deploying a tokenized healthcare economy,
with substantial benefits to all health system participants, but especially consumers. iAM has
strategies in place to gain rapid market share through key global enterprise partners like Guardtime,
Moxtra, HealthOne and UK enterprise partners DXS International, Healthcare Gateway and Patient
Advocate who between them give us potential deployments of our solution with as many as 30
million UK citizens before the end of CY 2018.

We are at a critical point in our journey and this Utility Token Sale is vital to the successful unfolding
of our vision. Thank you for your support of iAM in anticipation. We look forward to partnering with
all our stakeholders and partners in achieving these outcomes.

Kind Regards,
Dr. Stanley Shepherd
iAM Limited CEO and Chairman iAMHoldings Limited





Executive Summary:
iAM - your GPS in Healthcare

Instant Access Medical (iAM) exists to ensure global take-up of our
comprehensive, life-long, multilingual, patient controlled personal
healthcare record. iAM personal care records are synchronized
with primary care provider systems and incorporate imbedded
personal care pathways to optimize individual health outcomes.

Managing health is made simple as iAM care records are always
up to date and accessible on any device anywhere in the world.
iAM enables SMART sharing between consumers and clinicians to
deliver the best results at the lowest cost for funders, insurers,
providers and employers.

Despite exponential advancements in pharmaceuticals, medical
procedures & diagnostics the world over, health care record
infrastructures remain fragmented and the industry still faces five
key challenges :

1. $260 Billion Lost in Health Insurance Fraud Globally
2. Rise in Deaths from Prescription Abuse 5 times higher in 2016

than 1999
3. Claim Settlement & Reconciliation times increasing in line with

Fraud
4. Digitization alone doesn’t ensure Primary Evidence

authenticity
5. Lack of Medical Data Portability restricts Patient and Insurer

choice

iAM is much more than a portable personal health care record. It
is a time tested standards based record storage and exchange
platform capable of interfacing seamlessly to Doctor, Hospital &
Pharmacy systems. Our Platform integrates Guardtime’s KSI
blockchain to simultaneously ensure decentralised record security,
immutability, auditability, provenance, and GDPR & HIPAA
compliance. This ledger-agnostic blockchain model offers the
disruptive power and framework for uninhibited scalability, fraud
detection, corruption prevention, cost reduction and complete
transparency/accountability between patients and providers.

This technology enables iAM to facilitate the growth of a
tokenized healthcare economy, which in turn is pivotal to solve the
three biggest issues in healthcare today – inefficient medical
insurance, spiralling costs, and exploding consumer demands.

iAM is driving this new healthcare economy with key Enterprise
Partnerships:

Guardtime is the world’s leading blockchain company by revenue,
by headcount and by production deployments. Guardtime is
partnering multiple medical insurers to deliver a new and efficient
blockchain Health Information Exchange “HSX”, to enable a free
market economy, globally, for the seamless, secure transfer of
medical records enabling healthcare providers to bid for insurer
business. We are partnering Guardtime to underpin HSX with our
personal care record platform.

Blockchain Offering
• Secure Health Data Exchange
• Secure Financial Messaging
• Supply chain Track & Trace
• Energy Trading Data Exchange
• GDPR Compliant as a service
• IOT Assurance
• Software Lifecycle Management
• Blockchain IDAM (KYC Derived Identities)
• HLR/HSS Security
• Device Identity & Management
• Lawful Intercept

Personal Care Record Company (PCRCo – now renamed iAM in the UK) is a
subsidiary of iAM that delivers personal care record solutions to DXS International
and Patient Advocate in the UK. DXS is embedded inside UK GP software systems
in 3,500 General Practices (50% market share). Every day 500,000 people consult
a DXS enabled GP. DXS has rebranded our solution MyVytalCare. Patient Advocate
is an innovative leader in UK low cost health insurance services for corporate
employees and will also deliver our record under their Patient Navigator brand.

One of the “… top five 
innovations” in 2015

If Google organizes the world's information and makes it universally available then
Guardtime validates that information and makes it universally reliable. They are a
team of over 150 cryptographers, developers and security architects, with
decades of experience defending networks from nation-state attack.

www.guardtime.com

http://www.guardtime.com/


Executive 
Summary (Continued)

Moxtra (a mobile extra solution
created by the original founders of
Webex) delivers imbeddable cloud

collaboration for the mobile era. This
allows us to imbed real-time

interactive “conversation capabilities”
into our health record workflows.

HealthOne is a health record architecture owned by iAM.
HealthOne clinical systems are already used by more than
3,000 physicians in five countries to manage the lives of over 7

million patients. Since 2003 HealthOne has partnered with
Special Olympics in managing their Healthy Athletes Software

system, the world’s largest database for people with intellectual
disabilities. From 2003 – 2013 we made HealthOne record
technology available as a charitable contribution to Special

Olympics for use in every US state and 100 countries around
the world. HealthOne has also been used for health screenings

at all Special Olympic World Games held every four years.

Healthcare Gateway provides data extracts from
hospitals, General Practice, community services
and social care systems and covers 60% of Clinical

Commissioning Groups (CCGs) in the UK which
manage 80% of the NHS’ £110bn budget.

Integration with Healthcare Gateway and patient
consent based data extraction will enable iAM to
populate the personal care records of over 30m

people in the UK before the end of 2018.

With these partnerships iAM will:
• Enable the delivery of fast, scalable and efficient patient centric care
• Produce industry tools that will combat insurance fraud and reduce the incidence of prescription medicines abuse

• Increase the speed of claim settlement and reconciliation times
• Guarantee primary evidence remains intact while providing consumers full agency over their own health care data

• Provide a platform for 3rd party developers to build applications that leverage a user’s personal healthcare data, giving them global
reach and distribution
• Integrate more than 400 “wearables” with the iAM platform

• Create a free market “utility token based” economy for health information where consumers and institutions can shop for tailored
health services priced on personal data instead of common denominator demographic risk assessments. This accessible,

comprehensive and authoritative data will reduce costs for consumers, insurers, hospitals and health care suppliers.

The interoperability specialists and home of the medical 
Interoperability Gateway (MIG). Connecting different healthcare 

software systems to support faster more effective care

GARTNER NAMES MOXTRA A ‘COOL VENDOR’
in Social Software and collaboration

NHS organisations say about PCRCo ”We have seen others with bits of this but we have 
not seen anyone else with this whole end-to-end solution”. 

Validic’s platform and
mobile solutions provide
continuous access to

personal health data from
nearly 400 in-home medical

devices and wearables
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